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Preface
This special issuepresents contributions frompeople belonging tovarious areas: theoretical computer science, number
theory, computer algebra, computer arithmetic, formal methods, etc. Yet, they are all concerned by the manipulation
of real numbers in computers. Tractability and efﬁciency are difﬁcult issues that still have to be solved in satisfying
ways. The ﬂoating-point formats most often used in scientiﬁc computation usually yield acceptable results, but many
questions remain on the reliability of such results. Some applications work only with far more accurate results than the
ones obtained with the common number systems, or they do eventually require exact results.
The selection of papers presented here reﬂects the variety of topics discussed at the ﬁfth conference on “RealNumbers
and Computers”, RNC5, that took place in the École Normale Supérieure at Lyon, France, September 3–5, 2003. RNC
is a series of conferences started on French initiative with a ﬁrst meeting in Saint-Etienne, April 1995, continuing in
Marseilles, April 1996, and Paris, April 1998. RNC4 in Wadern, Germany 2000, was the ﬁrst time the meeting took
place outside France, to reﬂect its pan-European nature, but not excluding contributions from other continents.
Following RNC5, we decided with the steering committee of the conference series (J-C. Bajard, J-M. Chesneaux,
M. Daumas, C. Frougny, P. Kornerup, D. Michelucci and J-M. Muller) to prepare a special issue as this was done for
the previous RNC meetings. This issue is dedicated to the topics of the meeting, but the call for papers was open to all
contributions. We selected the papers presented here out of 28 submitted but there were many more interesting papers
deserving publication.
Our selection and the order of the papers in this special issue were carefully thought to lead readers to unusual areas
at the outskirts of theoretical computer science. We were careful in balancing the length of the various subjects, giving
more space to subjects usually appearing in the journal. We did also ask some authors to provide shorter reports on
their results although we have many evidences of the huge amount of work involved, specially when we talk about
actual implementations. As a result, we expect that our selection will prompt the usual readers of the journal with new
fruitful questions and that we will bring new readers to the journal.
We start our journey with the question of decidability. We next introduce the notion of stability, key to numerical
applications. We slowly introduce more and more concrete papers on various problems with a few implementations of
real numbers in computers. As we slide, we encounter a set of formal results in Coq, libraries in established languages
such as C and C++, as well as new languages such as python. We ﬁnish this journey with a few papers presenting
applications and their links to foundations of computer science. Some papers do not contain intricate theorems or
algorithms. Some of them might even belong to algorithm engineering in the sense that they propose a good way, or
arguably the best one, to implement a given technique related to real numbers and computers. Such problems are not
mundane in any way and they are regularly publish in top journals.
The guest editors want to express their gratitude to the members of the RNC5 program committee and the many
other anonymous referees for their qualiﬁed and expedite help in evaluating the submitted papers. We also want to
thank the authors who chose to submit their work to this special issue, and a special thank goes to Giorgio Ausiello for
accepting to host it in this journal.
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